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Scientific MotivationScientific Motivation
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Search for neutralinos viaSearch for neutralinos via
their self-annihilation totheir self-annihilation to

products containingproducts containing
neutrinos at the centre ofneutrinos at the centre of

the Earth, Sun and Galaxythe Earth, Sun and Galaxy

Observation of high-energy
neutrinos from
(extra-)galactic

astrophysical sources such
as AGN, SNR, GRB, etc.

Search for UHE
neutrinos from

cosmogenic and
other possible

sources



Sun: over time neutralino population buildsSun: over time neutralino population builds
up at the core to an equilibrium valueup at the core to an equilibrium value

Indirect Dark Matter DetectionIndirect Dark Matter Detection
 WIMPs WIMPs (Neutralinos) become gravitationally(Neutralinos) become gravitationally

trapped in the cores of massive astrophysicaltrapped in the cores of massive astrophysical
objectsobjects

 Neutralinos self-annihilate into fermions orNeutralinos self-annihilate into fermions or
combinations of gauge and Higgs bosonscombinations of gauge and Higgs bosons

 Subsequent decays of c,b and t quarks, Subsequent decays of c,b and t quarks, ττ
leptons and Z, W and Higgs bosons canleptons and Z, W and Higgs bosons can
produce a significant flux of high-energyproduce a significant flux of high-energy
neutrinos.neutrinos.

 There is significant evidence for a 3
million Solar mass black hole at the
centre of the galaxy

 Some speculation that we will
observe enhancements of neutrinos
from neutralino annihilations

 Different BH formation models to be
investigated

ν

χ

Galactic CentreGalactic Centre



Astrophysical NeutrinosAstrophysical Neutrinos

For example: For example: GRBsGRBs
 Waxman-Waxman-BahcallBahcall, use fireball model,, use fireball model,

high energy neutrinos created via thehigh energy neutrinos created via the
photo-photo-pion pion interaction (pinteraction (pγγ →  → π  π  → → νν))

 WB flux gives of the order of a fewWB flux gives of the order of a few
events in an ANTARES size detectorevents in an ANTARES size detector
over a 5 year running period withover a 5 year running period with
essentially no backgroundessentially no background

 There are many other theoreticalThere are many other theoretical
models including neutron star merger,models including neutron star merger,
collapse of a massive star. collapse of a massive star. ““collapsarcollapsar””

 The latter gives appreciable neutrinoThe latter gives appreciable neutrino
fluxes (up to 10fluxes (up to 1033/km/km22/year)/year)

 Galactic and extra-galactic high energy neutrinos are created in cosmic
beam dumps

  Neutrino fluxes calculable by constraining the parameters of the
“accelerator” via known cosmic ray and photon fluxes

 2 search strategies: point sources (EGRET, HESS, etc) and diffuse flux



UHE neutrinos (I)UHE neutrinos (I)

Does the GZK
cut-off exist?

UHE neutrinos
from proton

interactions with
the CMB

The lack of a GZK 
cutoff poses problems 

for astrophysical
 explanations of UHECR

Need to invoke New
Physics

YES NO

γCMB

p Δ+

π+

n

 GZK threshold isGZK threshold is
approx. 5x10approx. 5x101919eVeV

 Some Some pion pion productionproduction
at lower protonat lower proton
energies due to HE tailenergies due to HE tail
of CMB spectrumof CMB spectrum



UHE neutrinos (II)UHE neutrinos (II)
 StronglyStrongly

interactinginteracting
neutrinosneutrinos

 New neutralNew neutral
primariesprimaries

 Violation ofViolation of
LorenzLorenz
invarianceinvariance

 DecayingDecaying
supermassivesupermassive
dark matterdark matter

Fit to the UHECR spectrum beyond the
“ankle” with a decaying supermassive dark
matter particle with m=5x1021eV (dashed line)

Neutrino-nucleon cross-sections for low-
scale models of quantum gravity involving
e.g. extra dimensions

If trans-GZK primary
CRs do exist need
some new physics

to explain them

Most of these
“solutions” predict

enhanced fluxes
of UHE neutrinos



David Waters

Why (U)HE neutrinos?Why (U)HE neutrinos?



(U)HE (U)HE νν Detection Methods Detection Methods

neutrino
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Acoustic
Pressure
Waves

PMT Array

Antenna
Array

Hydrophone
Array

Cascade

Optical CerenkovOptical Cerenkov
Works well in water, iceWorks well in water, ice
Attenuation lengths ofAttenuation lengths of

order 50m to 100m (blueorder 50m to 100m (blue
light)light)

Most advanced techniqueMost advanced technique

Radio Cerenkov
Long (order km)

attenuation lengths in
ice and salt

First generation
experiments proposed

Acoustic Detection
Very long attenuation
lengths in water (order

10km), ice and salt
Huge effective volumes

may be possible

Cascade



 RunningRunning
 Lake BaikalLake Baikal
 AMANDA (South Pole)AMANDA (South Pole)

 Under construction/deploymentUnder construction/deployment
 ANTARES (Mediterranean)ANTARES (Mediterranean)
 NESTOR (Mediterranean)NESTOR (Mediterranean)
 ICECUBE (South Pole)ICECUBE (South Pole)

 In the futureIn the future
 KM3 (Mediterranean)KM3 (Mediterranean)

Optical Cerenkov



ANTARESANTARES

 First generation neutrino telescope in Mediterranean Sea
 2475m below sea level
 30km off the coast of Toulon in Southern France - close enough

to perform return trip and deployment in 1 day
 Deployment of strings has started, completion due in 2007

Shore StationShore Station



ANTARES Detector DesignANTARES Detector Design

~450m

14.5m

Anchoring Weight

Buoyancy
Module

65m

3 PMTs per storey
25 storeys per string

EO cable
to shore

Junction
Box



ANTARES Sky CoverageANTARES Sky Coverage
 ANTARES has    3.6ANTARES has    3.6

ππ  sr sr coveragecoverage
 ANTARES-AMANDAANTARES-AMANDA

overlap is 0.6overlap is 0.6ππ  sr sr atat
any one time, 1.6any one time, 1.6ππ  srsr
in total - good forin total - good for
systematic studiessystematic studies

 Need neutrinoNeed neutrino
telescopes in bothtelescopes in both
hemisphereshemispheres

 ANTARES will be
the first neutrino
telescope to probe
the southern
hemisphere sky
including the
Galactic Centre

 Use GRB alerts



ANTARES PerformanceANTARES Performance
 Angular resolution is dominated atAngular resolution is dominated at

low energies by neutrino-muonlow energies by neutrino-muon
angleangle

 At high energies pointing accuracyAt high energies pointing accuracy
is 0.15 degreesis 0.15 degrees

 Energy resolution via different
techniques

 Typically a factor of 2-3 at high
energies



NESTORNESTOR
 Deep site in Deep site in PeloponnesePeloponnese

(~4000m)(~4000m)
 Deployed and operated oneDeployed and operated one

NESTOR NESTOR ““starstar”” in 2003 in 2003
 Muon co-incidences recordedMuon co-incidences recorded



ICECUBEICECUBE
 ““Second generationSecond generation”” neutrino telescope neutrino telescope
 Extension of existing AMANDA neutrinoExtension of existing AMANDA neutrino

telescope in Antarcticatelescope in Antarctica
 48004800 PMTs  PMTs in icein ice
 Aim is order 1 kmAim is order 1 km33 active volume active volume
 80 strings of 60 80 strings of 60 PMTsPMTs
 Fully fundedFully funded

   IceCube IceTop
     strings   tanks
    4     8 Jan 2005

16   32 Jan 2006
32   64 Jan 2007
50 100 Jan 2008
68 136 Jan 2009
80 160 Jan 2010



ICECUBE PerformanceICECUBE Performance
 Expected muon effective

area as a function of muon
zenith angle

 Different curves
correspond to incident
muon energy ranges

Galactic 
center

 Pointing accuracy Pointing accuracy vsvs. zenith. zenith
angleangle

 Further improvement expectedFurther improvement expected
using waveform informationusing waveform information

 NB Ice worse than water forNB Ice worse than water for
pointingpointing



Km3 Detector in the MedKm3 Detector in the Med
 Recently groups from ANTARES,Recently groups from ANTARES,

NESTOR and NEMO have comeNESTOR and NEMO have come
together to consider building a cubictogether to consider building a cubic
kilometre kilometre neutrino telescope in theneutrino telescope in the
MediterraneanMediterranean

 Successful bid for FP6 DesignSuccessful bid for FP6 Design
Study fundsStudy funds

Example of discussions on detector architecture



Km3 in the Med: PerformanceKm3 in the Med: Performance
 Very many parameters - some wellVery many parameters - some well

known, some less well known, e.g.:known, some less well known, e.g.:
 Detector layoutDetector layout
 Water properties (absorption,Water properties (absorption,

scattering, dispersion)scattering, dispersion)
 Optical backgroundsOptical backgrounds
 CurrentsCurrents
 SedimentationSedimentation

 Want to determine
 Effective area/volume
 Angular resolution
 Energy resolution
 Sensitivity to cascades

as a function of cost

Plots from P. Sapienza

Example of types of
calculations being
made:
Effective area and
angular resolution
for a 5600 PMT 
detector with
different levels of
40K backgrounds



Neutralino SensitivitiesNeutralino Sensitivities
 Comparison of

muon flux
sensitivities from
neutralino
annihilations at
the centre of the
Sun

 Points
correspond to
specific SUSY
models in so-
called mSUGRA
space

 Colour coding
represents
sensitivities of
direct detection
experiments

 The two
techniques are
complementaryJ. Edsjo, IDM 2004



Diffuse Flux SensitivitiesDiffuse Flux Sensitivities

 Diffuse flux limits assuming an EDiffuse flux limits assuming an E-2-2 spectrum spectrum
 Plot shows atmospheric neutrino background plus various theoreticalPlot shows atmospheric neutrino background plus various theoretical

predictionspredictions

AMANDA UHEAMANDA UHE
MACRO

AMANDAII

ICECUBE/KM3



Radio Cerenkov
 Completed/RunningCompleted/Running

 RICERICE
 FORTEFORTE
 GLUEGLUE

 In preparationIn preparation
 ANITAANITA

 For the futureFor the future
 SALSASALSA
 (R)ICECUBE(R)ICECUBE



ANITAANITA

ν

 Concept involves flying
a balloon-based
antenna array on a
circumpolar flight

 Sensitive to refracted
RF from radio
Cerenkov emission



ANITAANITA

 Test flight (ANITA-lite) in 2004
 Fully funded US-NASA
 First flight due 2006
 Effective area ~ 106 km2

 ~100 azimuth resolution via antenna
beam gradiometry within antenna
clusters

 ~30 elevation resolution by
interferometry between top & bottom
antenna clusters



SALSA: SALSA: SALtbed SALtbed Shower ArrayShower Array
The concept:The concept:
 Exploits radio CerenkovExploits radio Cerenkov

effecteffect
 Instrument natural Instrument natural ““saltsalt

domesdomes”” with antennae with antennae
 RF losses in salt areRF losses in salt are

very lowvery low
 As radio clear asAs radio clear as

Antarctic ice but 2-3Antarctic ice but 2-3
times as densetimes as dense

 Programme underway to identify
potential sites in the US (e.g: Gulf coast
states

 Plans to deploy by 2007-8

Halite (rock salt)
• La(<1GHz) > 500 m w.e.
• Depth to >10km
• Diameter: 3-8 km
• Veff ~ 100-200 km3 w.e.
• No known background
• >2π steradians possible

Antenna array

Isacksen salt
dome, Elf
Ringnes
Island,
Canada  8 by
5km

D
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SALSA in the EU?SALSA in the EU?
 Recently been observed that salt

domes exist in Europe also in
particular
 Under the LOFAR array
 Close to DESY (Zeuthen)

 Preliminary studies underway



ANITA, SALSA sensitivitiesANITA, SALSA sensitivities
 Predicted

sensitivity of
SALSA (3 years)

 Based upon a 2.5
km3 array with
225m spacing,
122=144 strings,
123=1728 antenna
nodes, 12 antennas
per node, dual
polarization

 290 km3 sr at 1 EeV
 Threshold 1017 eV
 A few hundred

antennas hit at 1
EeV, >1000 hits at
10 EeV

 Expect 70-230
events over 3 year
period



Acoustic Detection



Acoustic Detection PrincipleAcoustic Detection Principle
 Fast thermal energy deposition

(followed by slow heat diffusion)
 Results in a near-instantaneous

temperature increase and material
expansion giving rise to an
"acoustic shock" sound pulse
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 This pressure pulse is related to theThis pressure pulse is related to the
double derivative of the (essentially)double derivative of the (essentially)
delta function of the temperature risedelta function of the temperature rise
and leads to a characteristicand leads to a characteristic
expected bipolar pulse shapeexpected bipolar pulse shape

 hh is defined by the properties of the is defined by the properties of the
medium:medium:
  h h∝∝ββ/C/Cp p where where ββ is the co-efficient of is the co-efficient of

thermal thermal expansivity expansivity and Cand Cpp is the is the
specific heat capacityspecific heat capacity

 ΔΔt t is defined by the transverseis defined by the transverse
spread of the showerspread of the shower

Δt



Acoustic Detection FeaturesAcoustic Detection Features
 Typical cylindricalTypical cylindrical

volume over whichvolume over which
the energy isthe energy is
deposited is 10m longdeposited is 10m long
by a few centimetresby a few centimetres
widewide

 The energyThe energy
deposition isdeposition is
instantaneous withinstantaneous with
respect to the signalrespect to the signal
propogationpropogation

 Hence the acousticHence the acoustic
signal propagates in asignal propagates in a
narrow "pancake"narrow "pancake"
perpendicular to theperpendicular to the
shower direction inshower direction in
analogy with lightanalogy with light
diffraction through adiffraction through a
slitslit



SAUNDSAUND
 Stanford based venture usingStanford based venture using

naval hydrophones in thenaval hydrophones in the
BahamasBahamas

 Limit paper published basedLimit paper published based
on 195 days reading out 7on 195 days reading out 7
hydrophoneshydrophones

 SAUND have submitted a
proposal to the NSF for funding
to extend the number of
hydrophones read out from 7 to
approx. 30



ACoRNE ACoRNE and UK interestsand UK interests
 A collaboration betweenA collaboration between

 DSTL (Ministry of DSTL (Ministry of DefenceDefence))
 University College LondonUniversity College London
 University of LancasterUniversity of Lancaster
 University of University of Northumbria Northumbria (School of Engineering)(School of Engineering)
 University of SheffieldUniversity of Sheffield

 Recently awarded a 3 year grant jointly funded byRecently awarded a 3 year grant jointly funded by
PPARC (PPRP PPARC (PPRP Seedcorn Seedcorn Fund) and the Fund) and the MoDMoD

 Collaborations interests focus onCollaborations interests focus on
 Computer simulation of large scale (~1000) hydrophone arrays toComputer simulation of large scale (~1000) hydrophone arrays to

assess the potential sensitivity of the techniqueassess the potential sensitivity of the technique
 Energy calibration via a Energy calibration via a ““simulatorsimulator””
 Operations at RonaOperations at Rona
 DAQ upgrade at RonaDAQ upgrade at Rona
 Developing refined signal processing techniquesDeveloping refined signal processing techniques



The RONA Hydrophone ArrayThe RONA Hydrophone Array
 MoD MoD facility in North West Scotlandfacility in North West Scotland
 An array of high sensitivity hydrophones with a frequencyAn array of high sensitivity hydrophones with a frequency

response appropriate to acoustic detection studiesresponse appropriate to acoustic detection studies
 Existing large-scale infrastructure including DAQ, dataExisting large-scale infrastructure including DAQ, data

transmission, buildings, anchoragetransmission, buildings, anchorage
 PPARC/PPARC/MoD MoD funding permits us to upgrade Datafunding permits us to upgrade Data

Acquisition system there to facilitate several weeksAcquisition system there to facilitate several weeks’’ worth of worth of
unfilteredunfiltered data to be recorded data to be recorded

 Provides an excellent Provides an excellent testbed testbed for the for the ““simulatorssimulators””
 Expect to also make use of a NATO Expect to also make use of a NATO ““line arrayline array””, enables, enables

phases to be tuned so that response in non-isotropic (wellphases to be tuned so that response in non-isotropic (well
matched to matched to ““pancakepancake”” nature of expected signal) nature of expected signal)



Simulations and Sensitivity StudiesSimulations and Sensitivity Studies
Basic approach:
 Take a parametrised acoustic signal - amplitude is a function of incoming

neutrino energy and direction
 Calculate the expected signal at each hydrophone in the array taking into

account attenuation, etc.
 Place cuts at each hydrophone at

a very conservative threshold that
corresponds to one false alarm
per 10 years according to the
known sea state

 Record only those hydrophones
above threshold and within the
plane of the acoustic “pancake”

 NB: results of parametric
simulation have been cross-
checked against, e.g. GEANT, in
appropriate energy domains

Example simulated event in
a 1000 hydrophone array



SummarySummary
 Neutrinos are a unique probe of high energy phenomenaNeutrinos are a unique probe of high energy phenomena

in the Universein the Universe
 Optical Cerenkov telescopes such as ANTARES,Optical Cerenkov telescopes such as ANTARES,

AMANDA and their successors - ICECUBE, KM3, willAMANDA and their successors - ICECUBE, KM3, will
probe numerous astrophysical sources such as AGN,probe numerous astrophysical sources such as AGN,
GRB, SN remnants, etc. as well as being sensitive to theGRB, SN remnants, etc. as well as being sensitive to the
annihilation of neutralino-type dark matterannihilation of neutralino-type dark matter

 UHE neutrinos can potentially give important informationUHE neutrinos can potentially give important information
on the origin and nature on the origin and nature of of the highest energy cosmic raysthe highest energy cosmic rays

 Very active fieldVery active field
 UK has an interest in both of these areas through KM3,UK has an interest in both of these areas through KM3,

ICECUBE  and ACORNEICECUBE  and ACORNE


